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A BSTRACT
Delivery of new technologies to deeply rooted end user workflows
can be difficult. We describe a delivery process of a generalized in
situ data analysis and visualization capability to both end users and
simulation code developers. The process was driven and funded by
management which helped ensure success. End users were chosen
to exemplify the capability. Delivery is defined to include full integration into the simulation. This includes the simulation’s regular
build and testing systems, in addition to institutional support in the
supercomputing environments. This paper describes a robust and
successful delivery of the in situ capability to our end users.
Index Terms: K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle;
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spatial resolution ”dump” of the simulation’s state at a low temporal
resolution. In situ libraries enable alternatives. ParaView Catalyst is
an open source, in situ, data visualization software maintained by
Kitware, Inc. It is based on ParaView [10] and is designed for distributed memory parallel environments. Catalyst exposes ParaView
as a library. Simulations call the Catalyst library at runtime and
predefined visualization and data analysis products are produced.
Several steps occur that enable a ParaView Catalyst workflow. First,
an in situ adapter needs to be created for the simulation. Second, the
simulation needs to be built with the adapter linked to ParaView Catalyst. Third, the visualization definition file needs to be created. And
Finally, the simulation runs with Catalyst pointing at visualization
definition file.

I NTRODUCTION

ParaView Catalyst [2] was chosen to deliver in situ visualization and
analysis capability to end users. Although the capability had been
created, only the most dedicated users could find a path to making
it work, this was the status quo beginning this project. Ease of use
was lacking for the end users of the xRage [3] code. xRage is a
parallel multi-physics Eulerian hydrodynamics code that is developed and maintained by the Advanced Simulation and Computing
(ASC) program at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
xRage uses a continuous adaptive mesh refinement technique that
allows smaller computational cells in areas of interest and larger,
thus fewer, cells in other areas, which enables more efficient use
of the supercomputer. The LANL ASC program created a milestone to ensure the technical capability of in situ was delivered to
end users. This paper documents the work and observations that
followed the simple milestone of “deliver in situ to end users”, that
occured over a one year period. In particular, we achieved our first
successful delivery using the Cinema [1] project generating new user
requirements, improved software engineering processes and a more
rigorous release schedule of ParaView.
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Figure 1: This diagram shows the general design of a functioning
catalyst system. The simulation runs, reads in a python based visualization pipeline description and outputs visualization products.

ParaView Catalyst has now been linked to many codes at Los
Alamos [5]. The usual mechanism to build a simulation code against
the ParaView Catalyst library is to first build a ParaView with the
same compiler and MPI that will be used by the simulation for each
necessary supercomputer. Once a compatible ParaView is built, an
in situ adapter can be built and linked. The in situ adapter is custom
for each code. It translates a simulation’s state to a VTK data set that
can be operated on by Catalyst. Prior to our work, in situ adapters
were being stored in separate repositories from the simulation code
and sometimes even in ParaView itself. In situ adapter code now
resides with the simulation code to be co-developed. This was a
requirement for the milestone. This was difficult as code teams
protect from scope and code creep. Prior to our work, code teams
were unaware of the capabilities of an integrated in situ library. Code
teams generally buy into the idea with time and user pressure. The
powerful possibility of debugging the simulation code by having
high resolution access to the grid is a winning argument.

a parallel ParaView with access to a time step. In either case, the
development of the pipeline will be the same once the data set is
loaded into the ParaView tool.
ParaView’s co-processing plug-in allows the export of a visualization definition file. ParaView Catalyst provides a straightforward
means to export the visualization definition file. A series of dialogs
guide the user through the process of making choices as to the desired output for the in situ capability and then will save a python
based ParaView Catalyst definition file.
An in situ adapter integrated into a code will have a mechanism
for communicating the name of the visualization definition file to
the Catalyst capability. This will likely occur through the input deck
of the simulation.
3

Figure 2: The ParaView Graphical User Interface about to export a
ParaView Catalyst pipeline definition script.

Each simulation stores data differently. A Catalyst in situ adapter
transforms simulation grids and data into a data set structure understood by ParaView. Every simulation will need to produce it’s
own in situ adapter so that mappings of in memory simulation data
structures are properly mapped to the VTK based data structures.
The simulation must link to a ParaView built with the same Message Passing Interface (MPI) that it itself was built against. This is
required because the MPI handle is passed from the parallel simulation code to the ParaView libraries. ParaView Environment Modules
were developed that set the PARAVIEWLIBPATH environment variable, which can trigger the build and linking of the in situ adapter.
If it is not set the simulation will simply build without the in situ
capability.
The major stakeholders in ParaView Catalyst agreed on a standard
workflow for ParaView Catalyst simulation end users. The primary
difficulty was with the visualization definition file. Although a savvy
user could produce a python based visualization definition, most
users would be unable to do this. Generic visualization definition
files are made somewhat difficult as there is a need to register variable names. That is scalar and vector fields need to have their names
consistent so they can be referenced in the visualization definition
script. For instance ‘pressure’might be called ‘pressure’, ‘prs’, ‘Prs’,
‘rho’, ‘press’, etc... The process to register variables between the
simulation itself, the in situ adapter, and the visualization definition
file requires the user to:
1. Run simulation with in situ to produce data sets on disk.
2. Make visualization definition scripts with ParaView Catalyst
Plug-in.
3. Run in situ.
A user must first use a python visualization definition file that
writes the representation provided by the Catalyst in situ adapter
to disk. Once that is written to disk, it must be post processed to
develop a visualization pipeline to produce desired in situ output.
This is done using the ParaView client. If the data set is sufficiently
small, ParaView on a local machine is sufficient. For larger data
that won’t fit in the memory of a single computer, a client-server
connection must be established between the ParaView Client and

M OVE

TO

P RODUCTION

ParaView is a parallelization of the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [4].
The premise is a parallel visualization tool that supports distributed
memory parallelism throughout the entire visualization pipeline. In
particular data sets that are otherwise too large to fit in the memory of a single computer can be partitioned into pieces that can
each be operated on independently and analysis products can be
recomposed when necessary. Management support for the milestone
provided sufficient drive by the stakeholders from desktop and high
performance computing to support the rollout of ParaView on their
respective systems. Section 3.1 will discuss the ParaView Desktop client and issues bringing it to production, while Section 3.2
will discuss those issues for the HPC side and finally, Section 3.3
will discuss issues surrounding the joining of these two production
capabilities.
3.1

Production Desktop ParaView

Since its inception, ParaView has been heavily used by the visualization research community. A substantial amount of the work
presented here is based on moving this tool from a predominantly
research software package with an individual sophisticated user base
to full on production visualization tool with documentation, training
and consistency.
A ParaView client is required to run on the user desktop as a necessary part of the in situ workflow. The ParaView client version must
match the parallel ParaView server version running on the supercomputer. A problem was identified on all of the LANL networks:
not all end users were able to easily get a proper ParaView client
on their desktop. The result was that every user needed to make a
custom request to their desktop support staff for a specific version
of ParaView to be installed. The solution was to coordinate with
the institution and ParaView packagers at Kitware to support the
institutional desktop computing systems’ ability to roll out multiple
and simultaneously supported versions of ParaView. The effort of
coordination involved in delivering ParaView to High Performance
Computing (HPC) systems and Desktops has resulted in establishment of a more rigorous release schedule for ParaView in addition to
regular meetings and long term planning amongst the stakeholders
to ensure that capability and roll out of future ParaView versions
will be increasingly smooth.
The ParaView client is a sophisticated piece of software that can
connect to parallel servers and drive them to produce visualizations
with exacting control. Figure 3 shows the ability to change color
maps, see spreadsheet views of selected raw data and control a vast
amount of details regarding the finished visualization.
3.2

Production HPC ParaView

LANL supercomputers provide environment modules for ParaView
built against a variety of compilers and MPI versions that are deemed
important. This work enables an end user to load a compiler, an MPI,
and then a ParaView which simply loads the ParaView environment
for the compiler and the MPI.

Figure 3: The ParaView Graphical User Interface provides the view
and the control to the ParaView model.
Figure 5: Plot of selected tracer, displays location, temp, pressure,
density and location of other tracers in the simulation space.

A “superbuild” of ParaView is used for generating the cross
product of necessary builds against compilers and MPI versions. The
superbuild contains an automated mechanism for building a variety
of ParaView dependencies to easily integrate the parallel ParaViews
into the production-computing environment. Code for producing
superbuilds is stored in git repositories. Parallel builds are now the
responsibility of the Parallel Tools Team, who provide production
parallel software and support for supercomputers. Once a ParaView
version has been built and its modules are installed on each of the
supercomputers, the Parallel Tools Team will ensure that software
is available for the lifetime of the supercomputer. Simulation code
teams can depend on those builds existing. Simulations were run
using xRage [3], a parallel multi-physics Eulerian hydrodynamics
code developed and maintained by the ASC program at LANL.
3.3

Desktop Client and HPC ParaView

web pages easing the burden on users requiring parallel visualization. Websites with documentation have been instrumental in our
success and user training sessions have been full. If users are having
problems configuring, starting up, or otherwise using the interactive
client server capability they can now call standard technical support,
accessible to all supercomputing and desktop users. Technical support staff can triage ParaView issues. Figure 4 shows the interactive
dialog the LANL ParaView GUI uses when attempting to connect.
The supercomputer, accounts, queues and the total run time are configurable. Versions of the ParaView client, the parallel server and
the Catalyst library linked to by the simulation must match.
Desktop and Information Technology support are completely
independent of the supercomputing maintenance and support. Management for coherency is currently done in an ad hoc manner, but it is
fully expected that improvements will be made as more iterations of
production ParaView software are performed. LANL prefers specific
packaging for software distributions that allow their automated systems to automatically install, update, validate, and remove specific
software packages. There are many details that have or are being
dealt with including proper signing of mac binaries using a certified
Apple Developer ID and producing packages with version control
systems that allow multiple versions rather than upgrades through
LANL’s infrastructure. Windows clients automated package testing
uses virtual machines with insufficient OpenGL library versions.
Coordinating software versions across HPC and desktop environments is a new problem for the LANL support personnel. LANL
is using its influence through a contract with Kitware, Inc. and its
relationships with other facilities and institutions that use ParaView
to start releasing packaged software for these environments.
Although there is a lot of work yet to do and consistency to establish, ParaView is available for an interactive, post processing use
case at LANL today. It is also available for a large assortment of
MPI and compiler combinations to support the array of simulation
codes that wish to use it for the in situ use case. Software management systems allow end users to select ParaView as an installation
option and supercomputers supply environment modules to match.
4

Figure 4: The ParaView remote connect dialog for LANL’s network
requires a one time setup by the user.

LANL HPC Consultants and Parallel Tools teams developed an
automated connection system between the desktop and the supercomputer. The configuration of this system is documented on internal

U SE C ASE I

A friendly user was found wanting to pursue studies of opacities
at Lagrangian tracer locations during the simulation run. Opacity
information is a large, variably sized vector making it difficult to
produce full resolution data sets. The ParaView Catalyst adapter
was augmented to support extraction of information for the set of
Lagrangian tracers that exist in the simulation, in particular the
opacity information used in the time step to advance the simulation.

Figure 6: Plot of absorption and scattering at the highlighted Lagrangian point.

This allowed the creation of visualizations displaying both tracer
location and opacity information linked together for each Lagrangian
tracer, a new capability for users. A set of imagery was provided in
the form of a Cinema database [1]. Figure 5 shows an example of
the problem. There are many tracers, each of which is represented
as sphere glyphs and colored by ID (1-63). The large red sphere
represents the tracer chosen and Figure 6 shows the detailed opacity
absorption and scattering information at that tracer location. With
this solid foundational capability in place, user training to create
self sufficiency could occur. The ParaView Catalyst in situ adapter
already contained the ability to iterate over the Lagrangian tracers
and translate their locations and associated data as fields in the
produced VTK multiblock data set. The opacity information was
not available. Even if it was available, the end user was interested in
looking at a large number of simulation cycles and decisions made
based on the opacity information which is difficult or impossible to
calculate post facto. This was a viewing and analysis problem which
was solved by creating a Cinema database and associated Cinema
viewer.
This work marks the first ever, LANL, official delivery of data
products via a Cinema database. Each time step in the data set
contained two blocks of a multiblock data set, the first block was the
raw simulation grid and simple variables like pressure and temperature. The second block had a list of 63 tracers, plus their associated
simple variables and their opacity information.Although ParaView
can rapidly render 2D plots such as those shown in Figure 6 and it is
designed to rapidly render 3D imagery like that shown in Figure 5,
it did not natively have the capability to tie the tracer selection in
the 3D view to the 2D plot showing information about that tracer.
In order to deliver the data base, the visualization dumps were post
processed to create cross products of imagery for each time and
tracer location for both the 3D visualizations and the 2D plots.
This delivery helped expose design requirements for future Cinema based system. This included fast rendering of 2D plots and
support for 2D plot information. It also made clear a need for a
spreadsheet view with linking across arbitrary axes. These issues
were discussed with the Cinema specification development team
and are now fixed in the most recent heads of ParaView and in the
Cinema specification.
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U SE C ASE II

A user from the LANL asteroids team integrated our in situ ParaView Catalyst capability into his workflow to help in analyzing
simulations of asteroids entering the Earth’s atmosphere and impacting deep ocean water. The user used visualizations, generated in

ParaView with data produced by the ParaView Catalyst capability
in xRage, to explain and show that simulation results supported
conclusions. The capability enabled by the in situ adapter generated
much excitement amongst our collaborators and a small team from
the University of Texas, with Office of Science funding, a student,
with LANL ISTI funding, and a variety of LANL scientists worked
together to produce an SC 2016 Visualization Showcase (SC16,
2016) submission based on science research and simulation of these
asteroid impacts in deep ocean water [8] in addition to others [7, 9].
Simulations run for the asteroid impact studies produced over 226
TeraBytes of data and ran on up to 2048 processors for up to 6 weeks
each per ensemble member. In addition to the normal checkpoint
restarts for each simulation, VTK multiblock files were produced for
several hundred time steps representing multiple states per simulated
second. The ParaView catalyst in situ adapter translated the native
adaptive mesh of xRage to VTK unstructured grid representations.
One VTK Unstructured grid XML file with binary uncompressed
data was produced per processor and written to a High Performance
File System (HPFS). For the purposes of volume rendering, the
unstructured data was coalesced on a large memory compute node
and merged into a single unstructured grid representation. A cell to
point algorithm was run placing data on the vertices of the unstructured grid. This grid was then sampled onto a variety of structured
grid resolutions that enabled both interactive low resolution volume
rendering for exploration and high resolution batch rendering for
final imagery for video production and publication.
Our efforts with asteroid impacts has significantly paid off. Large
quantities of data have now been run through the situ adapter. Bugs
in our in situ adaptor, dealing with ghost cell generation, were found
and fixed after rendering artifacts became immediately apparent.
The efficacy of the existing ParaView parallel writers was validated.
The ability to produce imagery at run time and at scale was validated.
This work has generated a lot of interest because of the topic area,
the spatial and temporal resolutions from the simulation. Ongoing
work with the domain scientist is progressing as evidenced by the
open sourcing of the simulation outputs [6] which will allow researchers from around the world access to these large unstructured
grids, improve algorithms that work on them and improve on the visualizations that have already been done. Patchett, et al. [8] supplies
notable results from this use case: the paper that accompanied the
Best Scientific Visualization at Supercomputing 2016.
6 C ONCLUSION
An in situ capability was successfully contributed over a one year
period at LANL. The delivery was successful because of buy in
from management, code development teams, production desktop,
the production supercomputing, training, and users. At least one
LANL simulation code is regularly built with an in situ capability
and a small subset of users are now demanding the code be built
and linked with ParaView Catalyst. This work has made the catalyst
libraries available for building simulation codes. Effort is still being
made to ensure that various compiler and MPI versions are supported.
ParaView Catalyst has been driven by LANL users to be improved.
In particular the promise of the Cinema specifications have driven
further development in the PareView Catalyst support for generating
cinema databases in situ. As the technology of catalyst becomes
more mature, the simple use case of writing VTK files for post
processing is a big win because the simulation code teams do not
have to maintain writers that catalyst provides.
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